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Within the domain of mathematics education, the search to understand the potential
we have, as human beings, to transform sensations perceived by the sense organs into
mathematical knowledge has always been centre stage. Those interested in
technology and mathematics education have been particularly active within this
debate, challenging the dichotomy abstract-concrete and calling for reconsiderations
of the very grounds for cognition: instead of formal operations on abstract symbols,
increasingly it is the situated and embodied nature of cognition that is emphasised
and under attention. Embodied approaches posit that even the most abstract of
symbols have physical grounding and it would seem that the dynamic mathematical
representations that digital technologies afford have a role in magnifying the lens
onto the ways in which mathematical meanings come about as a result of this
grounding process. Yet, perhaps somewhat surprisingly, one set of questions that has
not received much attention concerns learners with restricted, or no, access to
particular sensory fields. How do these learners engage in the process of building
meanings for mathematical objects? What are the groundings by which they make
sense of the mathematical activities in which they participate? And how might new
mathematical infrastructures be moulded to take these factors into account?
In this poster, we intend to present our attempts to build features designed to support
the mathematical activities of students who are blind into mathematical microworlds
– accessible and evocative computational worlds, which embed a mathematics that is
not only formal but also related to learners’ sense of themselves. Many mathematical
microworlds exploit computational opportunities to build motion and other visual
means of illuminating mathematical structure. Our approach in working with blind
students has been to seek alternative media by which to express mathematics in
dynamic forms, and especially how sound, coupled usually with tactile explorations,
might be employed to model the properties of mathematical objects. We will present
two examples of the microworlds we have been working with during projects
supported by the Brazilian research foundatio FAPESP (Projects 2004/15109-9 and
2005/60655-4). The poster will also focus on how, by considering the particularities
of blind students’ interactions with the different mediation systems, we might begin
to understand better the learning trajectories they follow and the mathematical
narratives they construct as they bring to life the computational agents they
encounter.
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